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ABSTRACT 
We wish to answer the following question: p matrices I&, of the same dimension, 
being given, what is the minimurn number of multiplications we have to perform to 
obtain the p ‘values X ‘I$ Y, for arbitrary vectors X and Y? We will give first a precise 
definition of the class of algorithms we consider to evaluate these p bilinear forms, 
and of our optimization criteria. Then we will characterize an optimal algorithm of 
this class, and relate the minimum number of multiplications used to the tensorial 
rank of the p matrices Bi. Properties of this number are given. Finally, the paper will 
conclude with a proof of the optimality of Strassen’s algorithm to perform the 
product of two 2 X 2 matrices. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We wish to answer the following question: p matrices Bi being given, 
what is the minimum number of multiplications we have to perform to 
obtain the p values X ‘Bi Y for arbitrary X and Y? 
In the following, we will first give a precise definition of the class of 
algorithms we have in mind, and of our optimization criteria. Then we will 
characterize an optimal algorithm. Finally, the paper will conclude with a 
proof of the optimality of Strassen’s algorithm to perform the product of two 
matrices of %s,,(K). 
NOTATIONS 
K will be a field. 9R+,, (K) will denote the vector space over K of 
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matrices with m rows and n columns. 
Let I+, i = 1,. . . , p, be matrices of “sn,,, (K), X an element of K”, and Y 
an element of K”. 
fi(X, Y) will denote the bilinear form defined by B,: 
f,(X,Y)=X’B,Y 
(X t is the transpose of vector X.) 
I. CLASS OF ALGORITHMS USED 
We only consider, in the following, algorithms defined in the following 
way: 
An algorithm A will consist of a finite list of instructions numbered from 1 
to NA (NA will be the number of instructions of algorithm A). ’ 
1. Instructions Used 
Only two kinds of instructions can appear, so that the kth instruction for 
instance will be 
Kind 1 (&(9T( i) 
Kind 2 (k)ta. 
2. Operations Used 
T is a symbol which can be replaced by one of the operations + , - , X of 
K(x p...&,y~>...,yJ. 
K(x I,... ,x,,y,,..., y,) denotes the ring of polynomials over K in m + n 
indeterminates x1,. . .,x,,,, yr,. . . , y”. 
i, j, k are integers; (i) denotes the result of the computation performed by 
the ith instruction. Therefore in an instruction of kind 1 we must have i < k 
andj<k. 
In an instruction of kind 2, a denotes an element of K u {x1,. . . , 
&,y1,...,yn}. 
3. Inputs of the Algorithm 
In particular, at the head of the NA instructions of algorithm A will be 
m + n instructions of kind 2: 
x,ca, i= ,...,m 1 , aiEK 
Yicbi i=l,...,n, biEK, 
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which assign m + n particular values to x1,, . . ,x,, y,, . , , , y,. These are m + n 
symbols that algorithm A may use: x1,. . . ,r, denote the m components of 
vector x; yl,. . . , II, denote the n components of vector Y. 
Moreover, we assume that the p matrices Bk are given. The (i, j) element 
of matrix Bk will be denoted by biFi but are not considered as entries for the 
algorithm A. 
4. Definition 
Such an algorithm computes the p b&ear forms X ‘Bi Y if there exist p 
integers k,, . . . , kP such that the result of its k,th instruction is equal to X ‘B, Y: 
(ki)=XtBiY. 
We denote by @ the set of all such algorithms. Such an algorithm carries 
out a formal computation of the p bilinear forms X ‘Bi Y. For particular values 
U and V of X and Y, it computes the p values UtBi V, but the sequence of 
instructions performed does not depend on the values U and V. 
5. Justification of Our Definitions 
We can conceive of more general algorithms for the computation of the p 
bilinear forms X ‘Bi Y by incorporating conditional branching instructions. 
Yet, any effective algorithm can have only a finite number of instructions, in 
particular a finite number of branching instructions. The tree structure of its 
instructions have only a finite number of distinct paths, so one of the paths 
must constitute an algorithm of the class previously defined. In particular, 
the path followed when the entries ai, i = 1,. . . , m, and b,, i = 1,. . . , n, are real 
numbers without algebraic relations between them always defines an 
algorithm of & . The following definition of our criteria of optimization will 
clearly show that the optimum algorithm belongs to 62. 
II. CRITERIA OF OPTIMIZATION 
1. Definition 
In the following, we assume that an operation x of the ring 
K(x, ,*..,~m,y,,..., y,) takes one unit of time and that the other operations 
take zero units. So we do not consider multiplications a X xi if a E K. 
To each algorithm A of & we associate the amount of time used; we 
define this number as the total number of multiplications used by the 
algorithm. We seek its minimum. 
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2. IS This criterion of optimization l&?alistic? 
In practice, addition and subtraction take less time than a multiplication. 
Therefore we can neglect them. 
We assume also that we can implement the operation a X b or a X x, 
where a and b are given and x is unknown, in a better way than the general 
multiplication XX y. In this case this optimization criterion is realistic. In 
fact, its true basis is mathematical convenience. 
Let 
N, be the number of instructions of A(k)t(i)T( j) with T= X, 
Ns be the number of such instructions with one of the operands belonging to 
K. 
The total number of multiplications used by A, according to the previous 
definition, will be N, - N,. We wish to characterize the minimal value of this 
number over all algorithms of @. 
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MINIMUM 
Let A be an algorithm of @ . The first instruction of A whose unit of time 
is one is assumed to be the kth. Therefore we can write: 
(+4) x ( i)Y 
with 
n 
(i)= 2 u;xk+ 2 b,'yk, a,!,bl E K, 
k=l k=l 
then 
(3.2) 
(k) is an element of K (xi,. . . ,x,, yi, . . . , y,) homogeneous and of degree 2. 
Clearly all subsequent instructions of A whose unit of time is 1 will give 
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homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 or more. Let q be the number of 
instructions of A leading to a polynomial of degree 2 and let q’ be the 
number of instructions of K leading to a polynomial of degree 3 or more. 
Denote by k,, . . . ,kq and k;, . . ki, these + q’ All other 
instructions of A zero units time. Therefore must have 
xtBiY= 5 a/x(kJ+ f$ $x(k;)+p,, 
j=l j=l 
where pi denotes a polynomial of K (xi,. . .,x,,,, yl,. . . , y,) of degree less than 
2. As X’B, Y is an homogeneous polynomial of degree 2, we must have 
pi-o, 2 pi’ x (k;)rO, 
i=l 
X%,YE 5 Lyiix(kJ. 
i=l 
1. A Simpler Algorithm 
From an algorithm of the type considered above, we can deduce another 
algorithm belonging to 6?, computing the same bilinear forms with a total 
number of multiplications less than or equal to that of the original algorithm: 
we have only to retain all the multiplications instructions of the former 
algorithm leading to a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 with all the 
instructions needed to perform these multiplications. From (3.3) we have, 
indeed, 
XfBiY= $ tx; x (ki). 
k=l 
q is now the number of multiplications of the algorithm (q < q + q’). In the 
following we consider only such algorithms. 
2. Characterization 
‘) 
We can write (3.2) in the following manner: 
(k)=X’(A,kA,k)X+ Yt(BfB,kt)Y+Xt(AfB~)Y+ Yt(B,kA,k’)X, (3.2’ 
with 
A,k=(al,...,ai), A,k=(a{,...,aA), 
B,k = (b;, . . * ) hi), B,k=(bi’,...,b$. 
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Identity (3.3) gives: 
5 a;Xt(AIAg)X=O VXEKrn, 
j=l 
5 a;Yt(B;B&Y=O VY EK”, 
j=l 
$x;(X’(A{B~)Y+ Yt(B[A,$)X)=X’BiY VX, Y. 
The vectors Ai,Ak, Bl, Bi, j = 1,. . . , q, must satisfy the following conditions 
(1) Bi= 5 $(AfBk+AiBr), i= l,..., p, 
j=l 
(2) 2 CX/(A~A%+A~A~“)=O, 
j=l 
(3) 5 a/(BjBf+ B@i’)=O. 
j=l 
IfwetakeAk=O(j=l ,...,p) and Bi=O(j=l , . . . , p), then the conditions (2) 
and (3) are satisfied, and the vectors A{ E K m ( j = 1,. . . ,p) and Bi E K n 
(i=l,...,p) need only satisfy 
Bi= 5 a;(A[B&. 
j=l 
DEFINITION of the tensor rank of p matrices. The tensor rank of p 
matrices Bi is the least integer such that we can write 
Bi = 5 a;;livjt, i=l,...,p, 
i=l 
where e; are elements of K, ui E K “‘, vi E K “. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let q be the tensor rank of p matrices Bi. Then the p 
bilinear forms X’B, Y can be computed in q multiplications. Moreover, [q/2] 
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is a lower bound for the minimum number of multiplications used. 
From the identity Bi = ZPL ,a;(AlB[ + AiBf’), i = 1,. . . , p, we see that the 
minimum number of multiplications is at least [972] ([xl denotes ‘the least 
integer greater than or equal to x). If Bi =E~_l~~AjB.f, the following 
algorithm will compute X “Bi Y (i = 1,. . . , p) in 4 multiplications. It computes 
the 4 multiplications 
(X”A/)x(BfY)+Zj, i=l,...,q; 
then it computes the p values X’B, Y by the formula CT_ia; X $+X’B,Y. 
In the following we will now consider only algorithms using decomposi- 
tion of the p matrices Bi into rank 1 matrices. For this restricted class of 
algorithms, the optimal one is the one using the decomposition of p matrices 
Bi into q rank 1 matrices, q being the tensor rank. We will now study the 
properties of this tensorial rank. 
IV. PROPERTIES OF THE TENSORIAL RANK OF p MATRICES Bi 
The following properties are trivial: 
1. The tensor rank of a single matrix is equal to its rank. 
2. The tensor rank of p matrices B, is unchanged if we replace one of 
them by any linear combination of the p matrices. We therefore need only 
consider linearly independent matrices generating the same space as the 
initial matrices Bi, i = 1 , . . . ,p. Let { Bi} be the space generated by the p 
matrices Bi . 
3. The tensorial rank of the space { Bi} is the tensor rank of the matrix 
B(x)= 5 xiBi 
i=l 
where x i, . . . , xp are p parameters. 
If B,=Zf,,ai’;liu/, 
= (at, 
a;EK, we can write B(r)=~~,,N/(x)UjU/, with Nj 
. . ..aiP). 
Let 
“t=(‘Yi,...,LY,), a:EK” 
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Denote by Bd(~) the matrix E~=,u~(a)u$V/. Then B,(ar)~ Em,,,(K). 
Bd(~) is called the right adjoint of B(x). (A similar definition is used for the 
left adjoint.) 
From the identity B (X)CI = Bd (a)~ it is easy to prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The tensor rank of Bd (a) and of B(x) are equal. 
THEOREM 4.2. The tensor rank of the matrix 
is at most 7. 
This follows from the following decomposition of B(x): 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let Bi, i = 1,. . . , p, be p regular matrices of %,,, m (K ). 
Their tensor rank is between m and m2. It is equal to m if the m&ices 
Bi Bi- ’ (i # j) are simultaneously diagonulizable. 
Clearly, as the tensor rank of a regular matrix is m, the tensor rank of the 
p matrix Bi must be at least m. In what case is this lower bound attained? 
We will state the proof in the case p = 2. Suppose 
B,= 2 A;uivi’, Ui,ViEKrn, XEKrn, 
i=l 
B, = 2 A;uiv/, 
i=l 
(4.1’) 
The vectors ui must be linearly independent. The matrix U having these 
m vectors as columns is therefore regular. In resolving (4.1) and (4.1’) we 
obtain 
and consequently 
U -‘B,B;‘U= 
This theorem clearly demonstrates the difficulty of the search for the tensor 
rank and for the corresponding decomposition of p matrices. 
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THEOREM 4.4. (Another definition of the tensor rank of p matrices.) 
Let B(X) be the matrix Z?,_‘,,xiB,. Let Y be a vector of K”, Z a vector of 
K “. We consider the following t&near form ( given f : K m X K p X K “+K ): 
F(X, Y,Z) = Y”B(X)Z. 
We have 
F(X, Y, z) = 2 f"'*kY,xtz,, 
i,i,k 
To this trilinear form we can associate the tensor F=fiik of Km C3 Kp $ K n. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a trihnear form: KmX KPX K"+K. We say that 
f is of length at most 1 if there exist linear forms g, : Km+ K, h, : KP+ K, 
k,:K”+K (l<i<Z)suchthat 
f(X,Y,Z)= i gi(X)+h,(Y)$(Z). 
i=l 
The length of the trilinear form f is equal to the tensor rank of the p matrices 
B,, and to the rank of the tensor F. 
V. OPTIMALITY OF STRASSEN’S ALGORITHM 
FOR THE PRODUCT OF TWO MATRICES OF OR&K) 
In [4], Strassen has given an algorithm for the product of two 2 ~2 
matrices which uses only seven multiplications instead of eight. This 
algorithm belongs to the class we have defined in Sec. I. 
Let 
C=AB, C= a&+& ah+a&, 
a&,+& %b2+%b, 
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We have to compute four bilinear forms. The four associated matrices Bi, 
i = 1-4, are 
The matrix B(x) = Zq_ ,x,B, is just the matrix we have given in Theorem 4.2. 
Strassen’s algorithm uses the decomposition of B(x) into seven anti-scalar 
matrices. If we can prove that the tensorial rank of B(x) is 7, we have proved 
the optimality of this algorithm according to the result of Sec. III. 
1. Trilinew Form Associated 
Let x E K 4, y E K 4, and designate B(x) by B. We have 
YtBz= !&zi + x2z2) + Y2(x3z1 + x4z2) 
+ Y3b3 + x2z4) + Y4b3Z3 + x4z4). 
Strassen’s decomposition for B shows us that f(x, y,z) is of length at most 7. 
We will prove that the length of the trilinear form f cannot be less than 7. 
For the following theorem, the notation is the same as in Theorem 4.4. 
THEOREM 5.1. The following properties are equivalent: 
1. f is of length at most m and there exists a choice of gi, hi, ki with the gi 
linearly independent. 
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2. There exist.5 a base x’=(X’ I,. . . .x$, 1< i < m, of Km such that the 
bilinear f3rm.s ( y,+f(x’, y,z) are of rank 1. 
Recall that for a bilinear form, the length is equal to its rank, the rank of 
the matrix of coefficients. 
THEOREM 5.2. The tdinear form f is not of length less than 7. 
We conclude therefore that its length is 7, and that Strassen’s algorithm is 
optimal. 
We state now a proof given by Mr. Malgrange. 
Proof. Assume that f is of length at most 6: 
gg,hi,ki, l<i<6, 
Let I,, I,, 5, ld be the vectors of the canonical base of K 4: 
f( r, &,2,) = Xl> f( x, I,, I,) = x,, 
f(XJ4,5)--X3, f(“J,J,)=x,. 
This shows that the six bilinear forms g r, . . . , g, generate a vector space of 
dimension 4. Therefore four of them are linearly independent. Without loss 
of generality, assume that g,, gs, a, g, are linearly independent. 
Set i = (x,x’), where x’ = (xs,x,J. We define the linear forms gi by the 
formula 
~@)=g(x), l<i<4, 
G(Z) = x,-t g&x). 
Then the trilinear form j(?i, y,z) = Zy,,&(E)hi( y)k,(z) satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 5.1, with m = 6, p = 4, n = 4, and 
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The matrix associated with f is 
B(i)=B(x)+A(x’). n 
PROPOSITION 5.1. f is of length at most 6 if there exists a matrix A such 
that the form f &fined by the matrix 
i+)=B(x)+A(x’) 
satisfies Theorem 5.1. 
Now we will show that no choice of A exists such that Theorem 5.1 is 
satisfied. 
Let 
A(x’)=(u&)). 
Transforming the coordinates 
x; = x1 + all, 
Let II’ be 
Xl x2 
i 1 9 *3 x4 
and 
, 
% becomes 
Condition 2 of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied if the rank of g is at most 1. Inthis 
case we must have xi = * * . = x4 = 0 for B to be of rank at most 1. Therefore, 
f being a non-null vector such that B(Z) has a rank at most 1, we must have 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. detA’f0. 
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B(Z) has a rank at most 1 if and only if detA’(x’) =O. This equation gives 
two distinct straight lines in K 2 (they are distinct because otherwise all the 
vectors j2 would be in the same hyperplane, and therefore would not give a 
base of KS). We have therefore only two choices for (x5,x6). 
This choice being made, we will show that we can deduce at most two 
new linearly independent vectors Z. This gives us only four vectors and not 
six as required. 
First, notice that A’(xs,~s)#O; otherwise, the four linear forms asi, ass, 
‘41’ a42 would be multiples of a single form, a, and detA’=h’. The case 
a = 0 is excluded by hypothesis (det A’ f 0), and A #O results in A’(x,,x,) #O. 
Suppose now that, for instance, a,,(~,, x,)#O. AU the minors of B must 
equal zero. In particular, 
‘la32 = X2a31~ 
(q + a33)a41= b3 + %3b3u 
‘3’32 = x4a3,. 
The first equation gives two distinct values for xl. The others give x2, x3, x4 
as functions of xi. 
Case 2. detA’G0. 
Let 7 be the rank of the set of linear forms 
Several cases are possible. 
Case 2a, r=2. By a linear change of coordinates in K2, we obtain, for 
instance, 
The other cases are treated similarly. The rank of B’(E) will be less than 2 if 
(Ax, - x,)x, = 0, 
(Ax, - X2)X6 =0, 
As x,#O or xs#O, we have x2- Xx,, and all the vectors are in the same 
hyperplane. 
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Case 2b, r= 1. After a linear change of coordinates, we have 
*f=( ;;s 2s). 
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The vectors for which xs#O must satisfy 
xs = hx,> 
X4=&, 
x3+%3 =iv(x,+u,). 
Therefore, at most three of them are linearly independent. If xs = 0, either 
xl=xa=xa =x4=0 
or 
X1+u,=xx,+a,=x~+u,=x,+u,=O. 
In each case, we have a space of dimension 1. Thus, we have only five 
vectors linearly independent instead of the six required. 
Case 2c, T = 0. We have then either 
xl = x, = x3 = x4 = 0 (dimension 2) 
or 
x1+%3 =x,+u,=x3+u,=X~+u44=0 (also dimension 2). 
Therefore, we have only four linearly independent vectors. 
Thus Theorem 5.1 cannot be satisfied. Strassen’s algorithm is therefore 
optimum. 
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